Simulated August-mean surface-layer cloud-condensation nuclei concentration at 0.2% supersaturation (CCN0.2) for the simulation a) without seabird-colony NH3 emissions and b) with seabird-colony NH3 emissions.
Supplementary

Additional GEOS-Chem-TOMAS model description
Further details about the GEOS-Chem-TOMAS oxidant-aerosol tropospheric chemistry mechanism can be found in recent publications 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 . Further details about the TOMAS aerosol microphysics package are found in Lee and Adams 16 . The bin scheme that we used in our study was tested relative to higher-resolution bin schemes 16 .
Lee and Adams 16 quantified that the error in prediction of the particle number larger than 70-100 nm was +/-5% with varying resolution and the error associated with cloud processing and wet removal was within +/-20%. Details about the approximation of particles smaller than 3 nm are provided in Kerminen et al. 17 and Lee et al. 18 .
Additional Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code description
The Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC) theoretical model as briefly described in Methods was used to calculate the ternary H2SO4-NH3-H2O particle formation rate by simulating the dynamics of a population of electrically neutral molecular clusters via numerical solution of the cluster birth-death equations. Here we provide additional details. Instead of considering only the collision and evaporation of single vapour molecules, an often-used perspective applied e.g. in the classical nucleation theory framework, ACDC allows all possible collision (molecule-molecule and moleculecluster), coagulation (cluster-cluster), evaporation (molecule-cluster) and fission (clustercluster) processes within the population. For these simulations, the concentrations of gasphase sulphuric acid and ammonia molecules are set to fixed values, and the birth-death equations are solved to obtain the steady-state formation rate at the given vapour concentrations. Sulphuric acid and ammonia molecules are considered explicitly in the simulations, while water molecules are taken into account implicitly by assuming equilibrium hydrate distributions for all sulphuric acid-ammonia clusters and molecules 19, 20 . The rates of collision and coagulation were computed assuming each molecule and cluster behaved as hard spheres. The evaporation rates of constituents from the molecular clusters are a key parameter set with significant influence over the formation rates predicted by the model. In this case, they were derived from the Gibbs free energies of formation of the clusters, which were calculated via quantum chemical methods at the B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z level of theory 21, 22 .
Additionally, the scavenging of clusters by larger particles was accounted for by assuming an external sink term for all clusters.
Calculation of aerosol direct radiative effect
To calculate the all-sky aerosol direct radiative effect (DRE), we use monthly averaged aerosol mass and number concentrations from our GEOS-Chem-TOMAS simulations and refractive indices from the Global Aerosol Database 23 . We assume a core-shell morphology such that externally mixed black carbon forms a core surrounded by a homogenous shell composed of the other aerosol species. The refractive index of the homogeneously mixed shell is a volume-weighted average of the individual components.
Optical depth, single scattering albedo, and the asymmetry parameter are calculated using coated-sphere Mie code (BHCOAT) 24 . The top-of-the-atmosphere flux is simulated using RRTMG. Monthly averaged surface albedo and cloud fraction are obtained from GEOS-5 meteorology. The summertime DRE due to the addition of seabird-colony NH3 emissions was -0.03 W m -2 or less at all Arctic locations, and the pan-Arctic-mean DRE was -0.005 W m -2 .
Trace-gas and particle measurements
Here we provide additional references related to the AIM-IC instrument 25, 26 .
